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“Nothing is so permanent as a temporarygovernment program.”
Milton Friedman



Colombia locals and central governments have develop alot of websites and apps in response to Covid crisis

We decided to analyzes some of them



When we found some serious vulnerabilities, wedidn't exploit them (could be a crime in Colombia)but worked with Access Now who verified them.

Methodology (websites and apps)
Characteristics:✔ Analysis of public information (legal) and technical analysis✔ Reproducible: ¡Do it Yourself!✔ Free software (mainly)✔ Non intrusive and legal + previous information + non publicreport sent to the government before publication✔ Main points: transparency/information, digital security, privacy.



¿Why do we use free software inthis context?
● Transparency and trust: Open Source
● Replicable: Access to software without cost, "Do it Yourself" approach
● Quality and efficiency.



¿What do we use?
Exodus Privacy: permissions and trackersWireshark: packet captureOWASP ZAP: HTTP(S) capture (MITM)Burp Comunity Edition: app emulation and websecurityApktool (Reverse engineering for APKs)diff (differences between 2 versions of an ap)ADB (Android Debug)
Websites:Waterfox + LiveHTTP Headers + CookieManager+
Iphones: Apple Configurator (Console) + OWASP ZAP



Static analysis (website and app)
Websites

● Public information (T&C,privacy policy, etc.)● Domain and IP address(host/nslookup, whois)● Certificate● Source code(HTML / Javascript)● Cookies

Apps
● Store information● Permissions● Trackers● Android manifest● Disassembled source code



Capturing outbound/inbound packets:Smartphone Apps : HTTP(S), DNS, TLSWebsite : also HTTPS with LiveHTTP Headers

Packet analysis with OWASP ZAP



Installing a root Certificate Authority(ZAP, MITMx, etc.)
Emulation(Burp or other) Android < 7 Android ⩾7 iPhone

Root CA can beinstalled as "systemroot CA" using ADBeasily

Root CA can beinstalled as "userroot CA"➙ maybe theeasiest way

Root CA need to beinstalled as "systemroot CA"➙ need to root thephone and use ADB

Create a BusinessApple account andregister device as"supervised device"Use AppleConfigurator tocreate profile in thephone with the rootCA



Permissions in Apps (CaliValleCorona)
- App permissions: 35-com.huawei.permission.external_app_settings.USE_COMPONENT- me.everything.badger.permission.BADGE_COUNT_WRITE- android.permission.READ_APP_BADGE- com.oppo.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS- com.htc.launcher.permission.UPDATE_SHORTCUT- android.permission.READ_PHONE_STATE- oppo.permission.OPPO_COMPONENT_SAFE- com.sonyericsson.home.permission.BROADCAST_BADGE- android.permission.ACCESS_FINE_LOCATION- android.permission.GET_TASKS- android.permission.ACCESS_NETWORK_STATE- com.majeur.launcher.permission.UPDATE_BADGE- me.everything.badger.permission.BADGE_COUNT_READ

- com.sonymobile.home.permission.PROVIDER_INSERT_BADGE- android.permission.WRITE_EXTERNAL_STORAGE- android.permission.FOREGROUND_SERVICE- android.permission.CALL_PHONE- android.permission.READ_EXTERNAL_STORAGE- com.htc.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS- com.huawei.android.launcher.permission.CHANGE_BADGE- android.permission.ACCESS_COARSE_LOCATION- com.sec.android.provider.badge.permission.READ- com.huawei.android.launcher.permission.READ_SETTINGS- com.google.android.gms.permission.ACTIVITY_RECOGNITION- android.permission.INTERNET- android.permission.ACCESS_LOCATION_EXTRA_COMMANDS- com.anddoes.launcher.permission.UPDATE_COUNT- com.sec.android.provider.badge.permission.WRITE- android.permission.RECEIVE_BOOT_COMPLETED- com.huawei.android.launcher.permission.WRITE_SETTINGS- android.permission.ACCESS_BACKGROUND_LOCATION- android.permission.ACTIVITY_RECOGNITION- android.permission.WAKE_LOCK- com.oppo.launcher.permission.WRITE_SETTINGS- android.permission.BLUETOOTH



Permissions and tackers CoronApp(Exodus)



Data sent by Coronapp with HTTP



Data sent by GABO (Bogota, mobilityreport) with HTTPS



Traffic analysis on Coronapp - finding a vulnerability1.
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Traffic analysis on Coronapp - finding a vulnerability.2.
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Vulnerability in Medellin <-> EPM



Close surveillance in CaliValleCorona



using apktool



Tracking cookies in Bogota webforms



Advocacy and impacts
• Various meetings with Government and Mayor House (nonpublic report sent first)• Authentication vulnerabilities has been resolved in two apps(Coronapp, Cali) and one websites (MedellinmeCuida)• HTTPS has been implemented in CoronApp and is beeingimplemented in Bogota Cuidadora• data collection and permissions has been limitated inCoronApp• However, privacy and digital security need still to beimproved, a lot....



¡Thanks!
This presentation has aCreative Commons By 4.0 International license


